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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a solution which segments lecture video by analyzing its supplementary synchronized slides. The slides content derives automatically from OCR (Optical Character Recognition) with an approximate accuracy of 90%. Then we partition the slides into different subtopics by examining their logical relevance. Since the slides are synchronized with the video stream, the subtopics of the slides indicate exactly the segments of the video. Our evaluation reveals that the average length of segments for each lecture is ranged from 5 to 15 minutes, and 45% segments achieved from test datasets are logically reasonable.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis and Indexing—Abstracting methods, Indexing methods; K.3.1 [Computers and Education]: Computer Uses in Education—Distance learning
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the prosperity of online video lecture, the knowledge can break through the wall of campus and benefit the people around the world. However, it is not comfortable for people to stare at a computer screen for a long lecture, especially when they just have interest in some parts of the lecture rather than the whole. As a result, to segment the lecture video becomes nessecary.

Manual segmentation has no doubt the best result, but it is also a huge consumption for the time or/and money. And due to the specialty of lecture videos (commonly no scene change), the segmentation methods for natural videos[1, 4] are no longer proper. Instead, many research for lecture video segmentation base on blackboard writing[2, 6], speech recognition[5, 7] or additional lecture transcript[3]. But unfortunately, people use blackboard less recently while speech, regardless of the accuracy problem, is always too flexible to be concluded as certain topics. And additional transcript exists only in some special cases. All those facts drive us to look for some new ideas of segmenting lecture videos.

In recent years, many lecturers use slides when giving lectures, instead of blackboard. Meanwhile many E-Learning systems also include the slides as well as the lecture videos. Slides are generally the outline of the lecture or presentation. By analyzing slides content properly, the whole lecture or presentation can be logically divided into several subtopics, in other words, segments. If the slides are synchronized with the relevant lecture video, no matter recorded in a second video stream (tele-TASK\textsuperscript{1} e.g.) or just stored as a sequence of time-related pictures (VideoLectures.NET\textsuperscript{2} e.g.), the slides segments can be perfectly treated as the video segments.

Based on this idea, we propose a new segmentation method for lecture videos by analyzing the synchronized slides content from OCR results. OCR technology enables us to extract textual data from pictures or videos, and for the slides of lecture video, the accuracy is fairly high that over 92% characters and 85% words can be extracted correctly and saved in text-lines, which contain both text data and location info[8]. Then we can reconstruct the content structure of each slide. After that we will first figure out whether there are special slides can be recognized as subtopics border, which is the foundation of global segmentation. Furthermore, we also search for index-pages or generate virtual index-pages by exploring the shared words between titles of continuous slides, which enables partial segmentation. Finally a default time segmentation process is included.

The rest of this paper will be organized as follow: Section 2 illustrates our detailed solution while Section 3 and Section 4 show the evaluation results and conclusion respectively.

2. DETAILED SOLUTION

2.1 Solution Framework

Figure 1 illustrates the framework of proposed solution. With OCR results as input, the whole procedure is fundamentally divided into two parts: Intra-Slide Reconstruc-
2.2 Intra-Slide Reconstruction

2.2.1 Preparation

Firstly, we will try to remove the logo. When existing, the logo appears in the same position of almost every slide, commonly in a corner. But it is totally meaningless or even harmful for our solution.

Next, we will try to fix the error occurred in OCR results. Text-lines will be checked by splitting into words. If the average word length is shorter than 2 characters, this text-line will be deleted entirely. Otherwise, a text-line can also be shortened by eliminating ill-recognized words with an abnormally long length or containing too much symbols.

All further steps will build on the remaining texts, along with their location info.

2.2.2 Title Seeking

Title is the most important content for a slide. Generally, the title has 3 features: bold, locating in the upper part of the slide and being separated with other texts. Sometimes, the title can be so long that have to occupy multiple physical rows. And because of the OCR accuracy problem, text in one physical row may probably be recognized as several text-lines when the gap between two words is large. In addition, potential subtitle will be included as a part of the title in our approach. So we will search for at most 3 text-lines as candidates. Finally they will be sorted by the location logic and combined together as the title.

When seeking a title candidate, a lot of factors have to be considered. But if a text-line can match all the requirements below, it seems very likely to be selected as a title candidate (with slide resolution 1024×768):

1. Higher than the average or 30 pixels.
2. Vertically locates in the top 1/3 of the slide.
3. Horizontally locates in the left 2/3 of the slide.
4. Not closer than 10 pixels to any border.
5. If it is not the only text-line matching requirements above, not far from the previous one, neither vertically nor horizontally.

2.2.3 Content Reconstruction

To organize a group of text-lines in order is a big challenge, especially when the slide contains pictures, charts or tables. But first of all, we will connect those long descriptions occupying multiple physical rows, just like what we do when seeking title. Then we will go through all the text-lines to explore potential hierarchy among them, based on their locations and sizes. As a result, up to 3 levels will be found, according to the custom that most presenters write their slides content from the left horizontally and from the top vertically.

2.3 Inter-Slides Segmentation

2.3.1 Global Segmentation

The aim of global segmentation is to segment the lecture or presentation by its main structure. Most presentations are indeed consisted by several subtopics, but unfortunately only some of them have apparent signs which can be considered as subtopic borders. In this step we attempt to figure out all possible such ‘border’ and generate segments based on them. We name this kind of segment as GLS (Globally Logical Segment).

In our research, 3 kind of slide can be identified as GLS basis: tag-page, split-page and section-page. This order also affects the priority when more than 1 kind of GLS basis exists. And at least two slides of same kind should be found before they get utilized as GLS basis. Figure 2 shows examples of these 3 kind of special slides.

Tag-Page:

A tag-page in fact is an outline of the whole slides, with a special title such as ‘Agenda’, ‘Topics’ or ‘Outline’, and its content containing most or all the subtopics. For each time, one certain text-line is highlighted to indicate that this subtopic will be discussed in the following slides until the next appearance of the tag-page. The OCR process cannot recognize the feature of ‘highlighted topic’ and a tag-page may contain more text-lines than the real number of subtopics (sub-topic e.g.), but the correct subtopic must be found as the annotation to this GLS. As a result, to get a correct mapping relation between the multi-slides sections and their corresponding subtopics in the tag-page becomes vitally important.

In our research, we try to match the subtopics in the tag-page to the titles in following common slides. However, we have to be very tolerant about the matching requirements, approximately 50%, because in content the subtopics are much more general than the following titles. Even so, not all sections can be matched to a subtopic, so we have to use the already matched ones as reference and assign those ‘free’ sections around them. Finally several GLSs will be achieved, noticed that the last slide with special title such as ‘Thanks’ will be separated from the last GLS.
Split-Page:

Split-page is another kind of widely used ‘border’ by the lecturer or presenter. Generally the only content in a split-page is a prompt of the following slides, and for most cases, locates in the center of the slide rather than the title position. In other words, a split-page doesn’t have a title after our intra-slide reconstruction process, which is a main prerequisite when we search for it.

The text we get from the split-page, obviously, is the best annotation text for this GLS. So there is no such ‘matching’ procedure required like what we do when dealing with tag-page.

Section-Page:

Not like tag-page or split-page above, section-page is more than a border. A section-page has all the features a common slide may have, expressing definitions, explaining algorithms or showing pictures. The only difference is in the title, which contains some special border words such as ‘Part 1:’, ‘Theme two’ or ‘Topic III’ e.g. Only if when we find at least two slides with special title words in same format, then they can be acknowledged as section-pages.

The section-page title, after removing the special border words, will be applied in annotation.

2.3.2 Partial Segmentation

For those presentations without recognizable subtopic border, or the slides locating before the first GLS, we propose a partial segmentation process to explore the logical correlation among several neighboring slides. Under partial segmentation, PLS (Partially Logical Segment) will be found out, by which some slides with continuous or relevant content can be gathered together. Compared to GLS, PLS is less convincing, but still reasonable. In our research, partial segmentation process affects in 2 steps: index-page and virtual index-page.

Index-Page:

Index-page looks like partial tag-page. The content of an index-page is a preview of a sequence of following common slides, so it is natural to combine all these slides together as a PLS. The method of index-page searching is also similar to the tag-page, by exploring the similarity of text-lines in the potential index-page and titles from following slides. But the threshold of ‘matching’ here is higher, at least 75%, because this kind of partial correlation is always direct.

Due to the independency of index-page, every slide in a non-GLS presentation, or before the first GLS, has a chance to be an index-page. We have to go over all of them with a floating search window. If over half text-lines in the current can match some following titles, this slide will be marked as index-page and its text-lines will connect those corresponding slides. And similar to tag-page, those unmatched slides will be assigned to the text-lines by position. After that, the search window will jump to the end of the newly generated PLS. If the current slide is not an index-page, the search window will just move to the next.

Finally, one text-line in the index-page may connect to a single following slide or a sequence. And the title of the index-page will be directly adopted as the annotation text of the PLS.

Virtual Index-Page:

Virtual index-page derives from a series of continuous slides sharing some words in their titles. In this case, those slides are very likely describing similar topics, and can be packaged as a whole. In our approach, we only consider nouns longer than 3 characters as candidates, and the noun must appears in half slides inside the counting interval, and at least 3 times, to be finally adopted.

This process is also running inside a floating window, just like the one searching real index-page. And to improve the accuracy, both the plural and the punctuation problem get well solved. At the end, the annotation text of the PLS generated from the virtual index-page will consist of all the possible shared words.

2.3.3 Default Time Segmentation

A time segmentation procedure is reserved to apply for the rest of the presentation except the GLSs and PLSs, by which all segments will not be too long. The length of TS (Time Segment) depends on the average length of logical segments in the same presentation, or else, if there is neither GLS nor PLS found, a time segment should not longer than 1/4 of the whole presentation. The annotation text of a TS adopts the title of the slide in this segment with longest duration.

3. EVALUATION

To evaluate the result of our approach, the diversity of test videos is very important. So we collect 10 extra lecture or presentation videos as an additional dataset, along with 10 videos from public dataset (Videos with slides only). All videos have different lecturers and both their contents and styles are totally independent with each other.

In our experiments, we just focus on our own method rather than do comparison between methods, according to 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Borders</th>
<th>Segs</th>
<th>GLS</th>
<th>PLS</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>AveLength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d-g-u</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-e-d</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>05:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-k-s</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>08:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-r-n</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-s-n</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15:02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-d-s</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-e-r-c</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-k-s</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-l-n</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>09:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-w-i</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>05:06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Type</th>
<th>GLS</th>
<th>PLS</th>
<th>All LS</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>AveLength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>with Border</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>62.7%</td>
<td>37.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no Border</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>73.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
<td>55.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And to be noticed, each presentation automatically contains one TS because the first slide is always a front cover and never a part of any logical structure. And many presentations will have one more TS at the end due to the large probability that the presenter will use the final slide to express the gratitude. Regarding these two facts, the actual ratio of logical segments should be even higher.

4. CONCLUSION

The proposed solution for lecture video segmentation has been proven effective by the evaluation results. Mainly by comparing text, we have successfully explored lots of logical correlation between slides and apply them into segmentation process. To go further in the future, the method of analyzing must involve more artificial intelligence factor, which is what we will attempt next.
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